LUNCHTIME SEMINARS

Autumn Term 2017

Lunchtime Seminars are a seminar series held on Tuesday lunchtimes during term time from 13:00 to 13:50 on Microsoft Teams. All are welcome.

19 Jan  Peter Cook
          Influence of Arctic sea ice cover on zonal wind over Western Europe

26 Jan  Lisa Lazareck-Asunta
          Impact: Earth Systems & Environmental Sciences Highlights for REF2021 Submission

2 Feb   Chloe Brimicombe
          Invisible Extreme Heat Coverage

9 Feb   Sarah Werts, Joanna Davies and Len Shaffrey
          The Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) Scheme

16 Feb  Lewis Blunn
          Characterising Mixing and Pollution Transport in the Urban Boundary Layer

23 Feb  Christopher O'Reilly
          TBA

2 Mar   Simon Lee
          Stratosphere-Troposphere Coupling on Subseasonal Timescales

9 Mar   Omduth Coceal
          From random walks to anomalous dispersion in street networks

16 Mar  Alec Vessey
          Quantifying Arctic Storm Risk in a Changing Climate

23 Mar  Ed Hawkins
          Rainfall Rescue: how lockdown helped climate science

For additional information contact: Yumeng Chen (yumeng.chen@reading.ac.uk) and Rohit Ghosh (r.ghosh@reading.ac.uk)

Tuesdays at 13:00
Microsoft Teams